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Abstract

Practical effort estimation is very basic and most essential aspect of any organisation to sustain better project management. Accuracy in efforts makes the organisation to surge its business and build motivation among its customers effectively. It was observed that continuous improvement is required for software effort assessment after regular eras. The fundamental point of this examination work is to assess the execution of Re-UCP strategy for estimation of efforts for web application projects. This research work compares the existing effort estimation model results with the Re-UCP effort estimation methods results for web application development projects.

Introduction

The implementation of software application has become so ubiquitous that all the organisation have switched their work environment on online media. For software development companies the most critical and challenging aspect is that there is no standardized measure to approximate software efforts for a software development project. This issue has put the cutting edge software development organizations in a circumstance wherein they are managing ill-advised requirement engineering, vague asset elicitation, unverifiable cost and effort estimation. This has become now the primary approach of every software industry to design better software management system so that all the aspects needed for a software development project, can be systematized to produce effective results by proposing accurate budget and financial inputs needed for the software development project. The systemized approach of estimating the resources needed for the software development project in early phases of software development process makes it possible to check the feasibility of the conceived developmental assignment. To understand the basic functionality of the software application to be
developed by using objective oriented design is by implementing use case diagrams. Use case diagrams are very easy to implement and very popular to map the functionality of the software application after properly understanding user requirements. The easiness and popularity of use case diagrams have made useful tools for approximating the estimates needed for the software development project. In this study detailed description and overview of Revised Use Case Points (Re-UCP) method for estimating the effort needed for development of software project in its early stages of development. A new method based on use case points obtained from different use case scenarios called as revised use case points is proposed to estimate software efforts effectively.

In this research study an effort has been made to evaluate the relevance of Re-UCP technique of estimating efforts for web application development. This examination work is a push to assess the n effort to evaluate execution of modified use case point technique proposed by Kirmani M M software estimation method for web application development with the existing method of effort estimation of web projects in a company for six different real time projects.

Six real time project from a software development company in Jammu and Kashmir were selected for the comparison. The comparison of the results related to six web application development projects shows that Re-UCP technique has not performed better than the existing method of effort estimation used by the organization.

Re-UCP Technique
In Re-UCP based technique the estimation of the software application is measured by assessing the approximate number of use-case-scenarios within a software application to be developed. Use cases represent the functional aspect of the software application. This usefulness of the framework is evaluated by the aggregate effect of comparing elements related with actors of the framework, conduct of use-case, effect of environmental and technical complexity parameters for a software development process.

In Re-UCP technique of approximation of efforts the actors, use-cases, environmental & technical intricacy parameters are additionally refined with various multifaceted intricacy levels and recently proposed multiplying factors.

In Re-UCP actors are classified into four types: simple, average, complex and critical with 1, 2, 3 and 4 multiplying factor respectively while as in UCP and e-UCP actors were classified into three types. Each of these types have their respective weighting factor associated to it. The use-cases are categorized into simple, average, complex and critical with revised weight 5, 10, 15 and 20 respectively. The categorization of use-cases is done based on the number of transactions in a scenario.

Technical complexity factors (TCF) from T1 to T13 and their corresponding weighting parameters are calculated by multiplying each factor with its corresponding weight to obtain overall impact of TCF’s on Software development. Environmental intricacy parameters from E1 to E9 and their corresponding weighting facts are calculated by multiplying each factor with its corresponding weight to obtain overall impact of ECF’s on Software development.

After categorization of use-cases in the different categories, the UUCP is calculated using the technique proposed in. The final calculation of Re-UCP points is calculated using the following equation.

\[ \text{RUCP} = \text{UUCP} \times \text{TCF} \times \text{ECF} \]

\[ \text{Effort} = \text{RUCP} \times \text{PHpr} \times \text{Re-UCP} \]

Where PHpr RUCP is Person Hours per RUCP

Results and Discussion
Based on the privacy policy of the software development company the effort estimation method name cannot be mentioned in this study, therefore, the method is named as existing method. The efforts calculated for six different project is given in table (1).
Table 1: Effort estimation using Re-UCP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Re-UCP points</th>
<th>Estimated Effort @20 / Re-UCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proj-1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-2</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-3</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>2180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The deviation is computed by subtracting the real efforts from the assessed efforts. In order to be more precise while comparing both the results the deviation values are changed to percentage. The Positive deviation connotes the higher estimation of assessed efforts than genuine efforts while as negative deviation clarifies that the evaluated efforts are less than the real efforts. The information identified with rate of deviation of evaluated efforts from genuine efforts for existing methods and Re-UCP technique for approximation of efforts is if there should be an occurrence of existing strategy and Re-UCP techniques for programming exertion estimation is specified in table (2).

Table 2: Rate of deviation from real assessed efforts for existing method and Re-UCP technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rate of Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proj-1</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-2</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-4</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proj-6</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percentage of deviations using Re-UCP method against the "realassessed effort" is shown graphically in figure (1).

The graphical representation clearly shows that the Re-UCP method has not performed better than the existing method used by the web application development enterprises. The disparity among the actual and estimated values using Re-UCP is more when compared with the estimated values using the existing method of the software development organization.

Conclusion

The effort estimation for any web application programming development venture ought to be in the early phases of development in order to reduce the gap between the estimated effort and actual effort. To adapt to the effort assessment of the endeavors with differing intricacies Re-UCP technique is designed. The deviation from actual efforts in case of six real time projects did show better performance of Re-UCP from the existing methods used by the software development organization. However the examination of Re-UCP with the current model of the organizations should be tried with information from bigger enterprises from worldwide and national effort assessment associations. The information from software Industry may be used to further test the appraisal of evaluations utilizing Re-UCP and the present strategies for effort assessment and approximation. Hence, future research in this domain can be finished to brace the systems assessable for assessing efforts of web applications which will help the architects or specialists in decreasing the space between the real-efforts and evaluated-efforts. Regardless, the Re-UCP methodology of assessing efforts can also be investigated to suit the essentials of web application enhancement.
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